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Abstract 
The security and privacy components in the big data technology are generally poor. Obtaining strong security 

elements to get the goal of applying functionality like auto-tiering, parallelism offers been lately a difficult 

issue. Problems like an attack of privacy, the difficulty of driving storage space, intrusive advertising are 

additionally contributed to problems in applying Data Analytics tools for cloud and big data alternatives as 

well as applications. Big data was first typically developed for overall performance and scalability by way of 

nearly no security in mind.The amount of data in world is growing day by day. Data is growing because of use 

of internet, smart phone and social network. Big data is a collection of data sets which is very large in size as 

well as complex. Generally size of the data is Petabyte and Exabyte. Traditional database systems is not able 

to capture, store and analyze this large amount of data. Securing the valuable data from the intruders, viruses 

and worms are a challenge for the past several decades. So many researchers developed methods and 

technologies to protect the data and characterized by three V's of big data which are velocity, volume and 

variety. The authors also look at processes involved in data processing and review the security aspects of Big 

Data and propose a new system for Security of Big Data and finally present the future scope of Big Data. In 

this research paper we have studied various security and privacy methodologies proposed by the various 

researchers and analyse the merits and demerits of those methodologies. 
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Introduction 

The term Big Data is now used almost everywhere in our daily life. The term Big Data came around 2005 

which refers to a wide range of large data sets almost impossible to manage and process using traditional data 

management tools – due to their size, but also their complexity. Big data is used to store data just like old 

method like MYSQL, SQL & many more. It is more fast & useful than previous language. Manipulation rate 

is fast and easy to manage [2]. The term “Big Data” is related with managing (manipulating) high amount of 

data exist in digitalized form that is collected by various companies or organization. The amount of data 

available to us is increasing in manifold with each passing moment. Data is generated in huge amounts all 

around us. Every digital process and social media exchange produces it. Systems, sensors and mobile devices 

transmit it. [1] With the advancement in technology, this data is being recorded and meaningful value is being 

extracted from it. Studies have shown that by 2020 the world will have increased 50 times the amount of data 

it had in 2011, which was currently 1.8 Zettabytes or 1.8 trillion gigabytes of data. 

The 3Vs that define Big Data are Variety, Velocity and Volume: 

1.Volume: Nowadays a massive amount of data is generated and executed every hour. The data is growing at 

an exponential rate. Big data includes this ‘volume’ factor in itself. 

2.Velocity: Data is streaming in at unprecedented speed and must be dealt with in a timely      manner. RFID 

tags, sensors and smart metering are driving the need to deal with torrents of data in near-real time. Reacting 

quickly enough to deal with data velocity is a challenge for most organizations. 

3.Variety:  Today,  data  comes  in  all  types  of  formats.  Structured,  numeric  Information created from 

line-of-business applications, Unstructured text documents, email, video, audio, stock ticker data and financial 

transactions. We need to find ways of governing, merging and managing these diverse forms of data. 
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The analysis of Big Data involves multiple distinct phases which include data acquisition and recording, 

information extraction and cleaning, data integration, aggregation and representation, query processing, data 

modelling and analysis and interpretation. Each of these phases introduces challenges. Heterogeneity, scale, 

timeliness, complexity and privacy are certain challenges of big data [3]. There are four different aspects of 

big data security: 

 Infrastructure security 

 Data privacy 

 Integrity and reactive security 

 Data management 

Big Data Security and privacy Concerns 

Security has become an increasing concern as more and more people are connected to the global network 

economy. The number of worldwide Internet users is approaching three billions (Internet Users). There has 

never been a lack of security attacks, from the early days of telephone phracker to modern time cyber 

criminals [4] As the big data increases in volume, speed, and variety, the likelihood that data breach is 

expected to increase significantly. Recently, it is estimated that the average security breaches results in a loss 

of $40 million for American companies [5]. Symantec, an Internet security firm, estimated that the worldwide 

cybercrime cost is over $100 billion more than the cost of illegal drug market. A general big data security 

management (BDSM) framework we adopted from the Plan-Do-Check-Act Deming cycle. The 

Design/Planning phase defines, identifies, and evaluates security risk, and develop appropriate policies, 

procedures, control, and measure according to desired security level. This phase also includes a security 

modeling that builds a threat model and lays out strategies for most security/privacy breach scenarios.Big data 

handles a petabyte of data or more. It has distributed redundant data storage Can leverage parallel task 

processing, provide data processing (MapReduce or equivalent) capabilities and has extremely fast data 

insertion[6]. Nothing is perfect each and every thing have their own merit and demerit (pros and cons) so big 

data also have their own. Some of them are given below[7]. 

 Storage issues 

 Security 

 Processing issue in Big Data  

 Privacy in Big Data 

 Redundancy  

It also includes the following: 

Privacy Risks. While people enjoy the convenience brought by big data, they also encounter a lot of 

inconveniences. If big data is not well protected for user data in the process of use, it will directly threaten the 

privacy of users and the security of data. According to different protection content, it can be divided into 

anonymous identifiers, anonymous protection and privacy protection. In the era of big data, people's data 

security problems are not only the traditional issues of personal privacy, but more based on the analysis and 

research of people's data, and the targeted prediction of people's state and behavior, 

Big Data Credibility Needs to be Confirmed. It is generally believed that although data can explain some 

problems to a certain extent, the data itself is a fact, but the reality is that if the data can not be effectively 
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screened, people will be deceived by data. One is that criminals can intentionally fabricate and forge data in 

big data. The basis of big data analysis is these data, and wrong data will inevitably lead to erroneous results. 

If the data use scenario is more specific, some people may make up the data to create data illusions that are 

beneficial to them, leading people to make wrong judgments. 

Threats to Data Security. From the dawn of the era of big data, and the explosive growth of the Internet, this 

kind of network environment makes the security of mobile data of intelligent data terminals themselves more 

and more important. The current China has become the world's largest market for smart mobile terminals. 

These large numbers of mobile terminals not only occupy people's energy and time, but also store more 

personal data internally. At present, people have serious problems with the security of big data, and think that 

big data is not safe. Not just the trouble caused by big data. The security problems of personally-carried 

intelligent terminals are also very worrying. Therefore, the security of smart terminals has also become a 

serious problem for users. Smart products are also evolving from current personal smart terminals to smart 

homes. 

 Privacy and Security  
They are also important challenges for Big Data. Because Big Data consists in a large amount of complex 

data, it is very difficult for a company to sort this data on privacy levels and apply the according security. In 

addition, many of the companies nowadays are doing business across countries and the differences in privacy 

laws are considerable and should be taken into consideration when starting the Big Data initiative. Also, 

security and privacy issues have increased by the velocity, volume and variety of Big Data, such as large-scale 

cloud infrastructures, diversity of data sources and formats, streaming nature of data acquisition, and high 

volume inter-cloud migration. Also presents a comprehensive survey on big data network security[8]. This 

work starts by introducing the distributed architecture of big data networks which focuses on the network 

security technologies and classifying threats related to security and privacy issues and what type of defence 

mechanism can be implemented to help mitigate the network vulnerabilities from Big Data and SDN. Here 

explored specific security areas which include big data network intrusion detection, network threat monitoring 

systems based on MapReduce machine learning methods, and flow-based anomaly detection. 

 

TECHNIQUES USED TO DEAL WITH BIG DATA PRIVACY AND SECURITY 

De-identification  

De-identification is a traditional technique which is used to prevent someone's personal identity from being 

revealed [12]. This process is adopted as one of the main approach towards data privacy protection and is 

commonly used in many fields like multimedia, communication, biometrics, big data etc. De-identification is a 

crucial tool in privacy protection, and can be migrated to privacy preserving big data analytics. Nonetheless, as 

an attacker can possibly get more external information assistance for de-identification in the big data, we have 

to be aware that big data can also increase the risk of re-identification. As a result, de-identification is not 

sufficient for protecting big data privacy. 

K-anonymity 

Concept of K-anonymity was introduced to address the risk of re- identification of anonymised data. A dataset 

can have the k-anonymity property if we coarsen quasi identifier attributes such that every tuple in the table 

shares its quasi identifier value with at least k-1 other values present in the table or simply we can say that in 

each release of data and at least k-1 individuals cannot perceive the information for each person in it.  

L-diversity 

It is a form of group based anonymization that is utilized to safeguard privacy in data sets by reducing the 

granularity of data representation. This decrease is a trade-off that results outcomes in some loss of viability of 

data management or mining algorithms for gaining some privacy. The l-diversity model (Distinct, Entropy, 

Recursive) [13, 14] is an extension of the k-anonymity model which diminishes the granularity of data 

representation utilizing methods including generalization and suppression in a way that any given record maps 

onto at least k different records in the data.  

https://journalofbigdata.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40537-016-0059-y#ref-CR34
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CONCLUSION 

The study of various methodologies by many researchers are making the data secured and provide privacy 

which made clear about the various methods, its merits and demerits and inabilities for providing security and 

privacy in Big Data Intranets, sustainability initiatives, the Online, social, and IoT network have all been used 

to dynamically integrate multiple techniques, resulting in very dynamic and complex big data analysis. To 

make sure data privacy as well as security, data anonymization should become accomplished without 

influencing system efficiency or data level of quality. Nevertheless, classic anonymization techniques will be 

centered on many iterations and period eating calculations. Much iteration may impact  data regularity and 

decrease down program functionality specifically in the event that managing big heterogeneous data units. The 

dependability of data evaluation results depends upon data quality and sincerity. Consequently, it is definitely 

essential to confirm Big Data places authenticity and condition prior to examining data. Since the enormous 

quantities of data sets will be generated every second, it can be hard to evaluate the authenticity and reliability 

of all numerous data resources. Hence, information security model development is necessary. Overall, this 

article identified a variety of obstacles, unresolved concerns, and potential technological adoption techniques 

in the field of data privacy and security. With this, we can come to conclude that we required some new 

technologies or the considerable modifications in the available technology and it might lead to more research 

on this vital issue in the future. 
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